
dex hamilton: alien entomologist
26 x 30’
In the year 3000, Planet Earth is overrun by alien insects.
Enter Dex Hamilton, Alien Entomologist and
leader of a talented team of offbeat characters
dedicated to keeping both the insects and the
Earth safe. With an unassailable sense of
optimism and curiosity - and some of the
COOLEST hi-tech gadgets ever
invented, Dex and his team keep the
balance between man and nature.
There's plenty of suspense,
action and fun as we watch
Dex Hamilton and team face
impossible odds in quelling
some of the grossest and
slimiest creatures in our
universe. 

dex hamilton: fire and ice – the movie
1 x 70’
When young entomology prodigy, Dex Hamilton, discovers a new
species of super-heated alien insect, he has no idea how much
trouble it's about to cause. Before he knows it, his
mentor/Professor has disappeared and Dex is off to the frozen
wastes of Antarctica trying to find him. But what he finds is a
terrifying catastrophe in the making. The Earth is infested with
the alien bugs, and they will destroy it from the inside out if Dex
can't find a way to stop them."

happy valley 2
32 x 5’ (Total 52 x 5’)
This warm and charming pre-school series returns. Set in
beautiful countryside by the sea, Happy Valley 2 brings more
contemporary songs and nursery rhymes to explore the daily
lives of the children living in this wonderful imaginative place. 

hana’s helpline
52 x 10’
This wonderful pre-school series features Hanna, a duck agony
aunt and her son Francis who help animals that need emotional
support. Hana can always be reached at the end of a phone in her
chaotic office, on a radio phone-in programme or on one of her
many television appearances! She will always offer a sympathetic
response and solution to every problem, no matter how big or
small. Now let’s get quacking!

the 13th kitten
1 x 30’
The Queen Witch is plotting to stop time and rule the world
forever with the help of a magic potion, containing 13 newts,
13 toads and 13 kittens. But she only has 12 kittens and with the
help of her army of Karate Witches she sets out to capture the
13th kitten and complete the spell.
This dialogue-free half hour special includes strikingly
atmospheric original music and creepy illustrations to spook
even the naughtiest children this Halloween.
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sunny side farm
26  x 15`
Sunny Side Farm is a live action series following the adventures
and daily lives of Jaff the dog and all his animal friends on a small
holding farm deep in the countryside . Jaff often has to unravel
mysteries and help the animals to sort out all sorts of problems
that arise naturally from their daily lives . The animals are voiced
by actors who instil comedy and warmth to each scene while the
narrator ties the stories together with a gentle sense of irony .

olly the little white van
52 x 5’ HD
This visually stunning 3D CGI pre-school animated series
follows Olly, an adorable, big-hearted and cheeky little white
van. Olly has the energy and enthusiasm of a Labrador puppy
and together with his driver, Stan, always finds a way to help
someone out while having lots of fun along the way. Olly is
voiced by double BAFTA award winning children's presenter,
Justin Fletcher MBE.

tommy tishoo
52 x 6`
Tommy Tishoo is a loveable, innocent character who discovers the
world though mime, movement and comedy. His simple adventures
reflect those of the very young audience. Tommy’s experiences will
help the audience understand the world around them as they watch
and laugh at his efforts to come to terms with daily life .

ridestar
10 x 30’
An all new format that takes boys and girls through the real hands-
on experience of learning to ride at a made-for-TV pony camp.
From RideStar HQ boys and girls are put through their paces in
this X-Factor style competition. we follow their progress from
initial interview in their home environments through the intensive
training.There can only be one RideStar, but in this series,
everyone's a winner!

those scurvy rascals
26 x 3.5’
Join the quest for pants in this CGI animated series following
the humorous adventures of three misfit pirates sailing the
high seas aboard their vessel The Soiled Pair. They don’t want
gold or treasure – they only want your pants! Winner of two
2006 British Animation Awards, Those Scurvy Rascals will
capture the hearts and provide belly laughs for boys and girls
aged 6-12 across the seven seas. 
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